Date: October 21, 1952

To: Director, FBI

From: Legal Attaché
London, England

Subject: MICROPHONE AND TECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS IN U. S. EMBASSIES ABROAD ESPIONAGE - R "JUNE"

Re: Rebutal 10-6-52.

When the contents of rebutal were discussed with [redacted] who requested all his remarks be considered off-the-record. He said that, over a year ago, since then, there has been an effort to locate the source of this transmission. Consequently, when the present incident arose, leading to the discovery of the resonant cavity, photographs of the device, said that [redacted] and were presently [redacted] etc.

[redacted] stated that, inasmuch as [redacted] regarding the device came from State Department sources, they assumed the Bureau was naturally being kept advised in Washington as to all developments.

Confidentially stated [redacted] He recalled it was shown not only to the Bureau, but also, he believes, to General Bedell Smith and the Chiefs of Army, Air Force, and Naval Intelligence. He stated its...
Director, FBI
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Claimed to be more than certain the Bureau is in possession of all information available to date regarding the instrument. If there is any doubt on this point, he suggested contacting John W. Ford, Chief, Division of Security, Department of State.

The Bureau will be kept advised as to actions taken.